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Abstract-The original problem in an unbounded domain is reduced to a problem in a disk convenient
for numerical solution. The problem thus obtained is a parametric eigenvalue problem with a nonlocal
boundary condition nonlinear in the spectral parameter. The analysis ofthe problem is based on the spec-
tral theory ofcompact self-adjoint operators. The existence ofa spectrum ofthe problem is proven, and
the properties ofthe dispersion curves are studied.

INTRODUCTION

The study of spectral problems in the dielectric waveguide theory and the development of numerical
methods for them have attracted considerable attention (see, for example, [1-3] and the references cited
therein). The usual approach to an analysis of cylindrical waveguides is based on finding their eigenmodes,
i.e., electromagnetic waves of the form @(x)expli(rot - F*)), where X = (rr, -r2) is the transverse coordinate
vector, x3 is the longitudinal coordinate, B is the longitudinal propagation constant, ro is the oscillation fre-
quency, and r is time. Surface waves are of particular interest. Their amplitude O(-r) decays exponentially as

l"l * m, ?nd the propagation constant B is a real number. The prime objective of^a theoretical study is the
hn'alysis of dispersion curves. They describe the relation between the parameters B and ro for which eigen-
modes exist.

The exact solution to the eigenmode problem for a uniform circular waveguide is well known (see, for
example, [2], where a transcendental equation relating p and o is obtained). Waveguides used in practice
display a wide diversity (uniform fibers of arbitrary geometry, fibers with a variable permittivity over the
cross section, waveguides consisting of two and more parallel fibers, etc.), and no exact solutions are avail-
able for them. There are approximate solutions for a number of particular waveguide structures (see, e.g.,

[2]). Different numerical methods have also been developed (see, e.g., [3]). An algorithm for computing uni-
form waveguides of arbitrary cross section was suggested and analyzed in [4-6]. In that algorithm, the
method of contour integral equations is used to reduce the original problem to an equivalent nonlinear spec-
tral problem for a Fredholm holomorphic operator-valued function.

Problems in unbounded domains frequently arise in various applications, such as acoustics, electromag-
netic theory, aerodynamics, geophysics, underground hydromechanics, meteorology, etc. There are various
approaches to the solution of such problems. One of the most widely used approaches is based on the intro-
duction of an auxiliary boundary f that breaks the original domain into two portions: a bounded computa-
tional domain C) and an unbounded domain C)-. Boundary conditions are set on the boundary f (in partic-
ular, they provide the well-posedness of the problem in O). The problem in the bounded domain C) is solved
numerically. Subsequently, if needed, the solution in C)- is also determined. The second step is the most
important in the approach: for the method to perform well, the auxiliary boundary condition must be simple
and accurate. This is of particular importance for wave problems (in this context, it is the problem of setting
accurate boundary conditions).

Most boundary conditions suggested on the auxiliary boundary are local and approximate [7]. More
attractive are exact nonlocal conditions that reduce the problem in an unbounded domain to an equivalent
problem in a bounded domain. In this class, we point out the "partial" boundary conditions introduced by
A.G. Sveshnikov for the problem of diffraction by a locally nonuniform body [8]. Subsequently, they were
systematically used for theoretical analysis and numerical solution of a wide range of diffraction problems
with the help of projection methods (see [9] and the references cited therein). Generally, this condition has
the form Lyu = Syu, where Lp is the differential operator of the natural boundary condition generated by the
equation of the problem and Sp is a nonlocal operator. With a special choice of the contour f (for example,
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a circle), this operator can be explicitly written using the separation of variables. The same approach was
used in [7, 10] for solving various problems in unbounded domains by applying the finite element method.
The method is easy to implement and is very efficient, as demonstrated by theoretical estimates and numer-
ical experiments.

For an arbitrary contour f, the formulations used are based on integral equations. In that case, the oper-
ator Sp is calculated by solving an integral equation on f. In connection with this, we note papers [11-15],
where the finite element method is combined with boundary integral equations. This method suffers from
the lack of an explicit expression for Sp and from the complexity of its computation.

In this paper, the vector eigenmode problem for cylindrical dielectric waveguides is formulated as based
on partial boundary conditions similar to those used in t9l. A theoretical analysis of the existence of surface
waves is also presented here. The approach we suggest develops the method used in 11.6,I71, where an anal-
ogous scalar problem was studied. In our approach, the original problem is reduced to a parametric eigen-
value problem in a bounded domain with a nonlocal boundary condition nonlinear in the spectral parameter.
The analysis ofthe latter problem is based on the spectral theory ofbounded self-adjoint operators.

One way to analyze the existence of solutions to spectral problems in unbounded domains is to use the
spectral theory of unbounded operators. In this direction, interesting results have been obtained recently
(see, for example, [18-20]). Specifically, the same issues (related to the existence of solutions) as those con-
sidered in this paper were examined in [18]. The method we suggest can be viewed as an alternative
approach to the solution of such problems. It seems more constructive, because the equations it produces
are simpler to treat with numerical methods. Our method also yields new results. For example, we derive a
significantly simpler equation (the cut-off equation) determining the number of solutions to the problem.

1. FORMI]LATION OF THE PROBLEM

We formulate the eigenmode problem for cylindrical dielectric waveguides following [18]. The spectral
waveguide theory is based on Maxwell's homogeneous equations

curl% = -pod%ldt, curlT( = ed8ldt, (1)

where E =8(x,4, t) andT( =7((x,4, t) are the electric and magnetic field strengths with Cartesian com-
ponents Er,%r,?3, andT(y7(2,7(3, respectively; e = E0n2 is the permittivity; ee is the vacuum permittivity;
n is the refractive index; and pe is the vacuum permeability.

The dielectric waveguide is a cylinder whose refractive index n = n(x) is constant along the cylinder gen-

erator and varies in the transverse cross section of the cylinder. Let R2 be the plane {.r3 = conSt}, C), be a

transverse cross section of the waveguide, i.e., a bounded, not necessarily simply connected domain of R2
containingtheorigin.Thefollowingisassumedabouttherefractiveindex: n=n*=const>0atxGo.;,n
is continuous on O,, and n* = maxln(x), x e {1,} > n*.

We study waveguide eigenmodes of the form

ffiu, 
xt, t) =."[ 

F] 
u, 

"xp 
ri(o,r - p,,)r),

where B, rrr > 0. Substituting6 andK of form (2) into Maxwell's equations (1), we obtain the following
system of equations:

curlpE = -iapo?, curlpll = iaEonzE,

where

curlpE

dfuldx2+ i$E,

-iFE'-0futdx,
E2ldx1- 0E1/dx

We introduce the following notations. For a scalar field <p, vector fields F = (Fy F2)', F = (F , F3)', and
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D c R2, we assume that

curlF = dF2/dx1-dF1/dx2, divF = dFrldx1+dF2/dx2,

ve = ['*'u"1, currs = fatala"rl, l,p = &.,.4,
ld<ptdxrl [-agla.r'_] d*i dri

ap(F, F) = 
I(**ntc-urlr 

* {aiunaiw * L,v r, v rr)a*,
D

cp(F,F) = ,lO- j)," vtr,- YF,.F,1dx,
;'n n*/

bD(F,F) = [()-;). .E'dx, dD(F,F) = JF.F'd*,"'u'* n '/ D

DivpF = *.* -igFz,' dxr dxz

c(9 ; F,D = J (#curlpF c-urlpF * I niuurt*nr 
)a',

where the dot denotes the scalar product of vectors.

LetV = t W] 1mJ13 be the Sobolev space of complex-valued functions with the norm

llrll?,m, = J{lvr'|, +lFlz1dx,

Rt

where IFI' = P . F .fetR* = {.r e R : x > 0}.

It was proved in t18l that if, for some (F, ol) e R] , system (3) has a nontrivial solution E, H e [lr(R')]',
then the vector Il belongs to y\{0 } and solves the equation

c(F: H, H') = kzdw,(H, H') YH' e V, (4)

where 1( = y"es(*. The converse statement also holds: if (F, ro; 1{; e R] x V\{0} solves problem (4) and

the field E is determined by the second equation in (3), then E, Il belong to pr(R2)13 and satisfy the first
equation in (3) as well.In this sense, problems (3) and (4) are equivalent.

It was proved in [18] that nontrivial solutions to problem (4) exist only for

(F, ft) e A = {(F, k) : pln*<k <$/n*,8 > 0}.

Thus, the eigenmode problem for cylindrical dielectric waveguides is formulated as follows [18]: Find all
(F, ft) e A and F1e V\{0} that satisfy Eq. (4).

2. THE ^Sf OPERATOR

Let O be an open disk of radius R such that Q, c C2; v = (vr, vz) be the outward unit normal to the bound-

aryf ofC), a=(-,tz,v,)bethevectortangenttof,andO-=R\O.WeintroducethespacesVe=tWl(O)13,

COMPLI'IATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Yol.42 No. 7 2002
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V*=tVtz(Q-)13, and 4 = lHe V*,14r=0) of complex-valuedfunctions. Let(.,.)bethe scalarproduct
in Vs:

(H, H') = JfV 
n .YH' + n . -apx.

o

Leto2 =F2 -t&r?* ,0. A vector Hoe V*is called the metaharmonic extension of F1 e tWlz(Dl3 to the
domain O- if I{"h = H and

so-(o; Ho,H') = Q YH'e t,
where

so-(o, H, H') = aa-(H, n1 +$an-(H, II) - k2 dn-1H, H1
n-

(s)

I j (cunacurta' + divllclivfl' + Y H, . V tf, * o2 H . H' 1 dx.

;-n-
Integration by parts yields the following identity for the metaharmonic extension:

J tva" .Y tr + o'Ho. H')dx = o YH' e v0*. (6)

o_

Consequently, the extension exists and is unique. Moreover, it satisfies

! Qv n"l'+ o'1nol'1d* = __,,inl _ - J tlva'l' + o'1H'1'1d, (7)
(l- IIeV-'HI'=H e-

(see [21]). We define the operator S.(o) : Vs 
- 

Ve by the formula

(S.(o)FI, H') = so-(o; Ho, H'o), (8)

where H and II are any vectors of Vs, and H o and H'o are the metaharmonic extensions of the traces of 11

and II on I to O-. Let us examine the properties of Sp(o).

Lemma l. For any o > 0, it holds that Sp(o) = Sf (o) > 0.

This implies that Sr(o) is a self-adjoint and nonnegative definite operator.

Proof. Since the form ss_ (o; ., .) is Hermitian on y- x V- and is nonnegative for any o > 0, it suffices

to demonstrate the boundedness of ,S.. We use the following equivalent norrns for the space lWt2z (I')13 (see,

for example, [2], p. 55]):

llHllr,r,, = ,.. ullj,._"llF/'ll,,o, llHll',r., = 
". u1lj,.=rllH'll'.n-.

In view of (5) and (7), it is easy to see that

(s.(oXl, H) < cJ (lv Hol' * o'1n,1'1a* = r r,."ll;,.= rl 
_<lo 

*f + o'1H'1'1d,

=' o, .u1$,. = rll 
H' ll"' n - = c 

"ll 
Hll? n' r 3' oll Hll"',,'

The lemma is proved.

Since Sp is continuous and [C-(Q)]3 is dense in Vs, it suffices to define Sp on the functions from
tc-(o)13.

COMPUTAIIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Yol.42 No. 7 2002
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Integration by parts in (8) yields

(s.(ox/, n) = 
!_hr-^r-+o'Hoy 

nia* 
th|o.E,dx.[)_(#n*r,;10.-. 

(e)

The separation of variables gives a solution to Eq. (6):

zrE

Ho(x)= i ffian7rr1einq, 
an(rr) = *-jrro,q)e-i'qd.q. (10)

t L"rr"t function of the nth order (see, for
example, l22l).ln view of (6) and (10), we find from (9) that

(,sr(oX/, H) = '#",Lo^"R)a^(A ;Ir,)- '# ,\"(a,(H,)a,ef) 
- olnryo,1n)1,

where A,(z) = -zK,'(z)lK"(z).
It is well known that the modified Bessel functions Kn(z) are positive for real z> 0 (n > 0) and

Kn(z) = K-n(z), K,(z) = - K,-r(z)-!rK^{z), n2l.,

K',(z) = -Kn*rk)+\rK,(z), n3-1, Kik) = -K{z).

This implies that

An(z) = lnl+2K1,1-{z)/K61k)>0, n = 0,+I,+2,....
Define the operators S(o) and 56 : Vs 

- 
Vsz by the formulas

(s(o)rl, H') ='# i +# a^(m . o,1ny, o > o,
n- n__a

(s'H, rl') = + i hla,(Il) ;,Ut) .+ i n@^(H,) o,1tfr1- a,(H) . o,@\)).
n;^= n-- n--

The operator S;(o) is the sum of these two operators:

SP(o) = S(o) + So Vo > 0'

( 11)

(r2)

Lemma 2. For anyo > 0, the operatorS(o) rs compact,S(o) = S*(o) 2 0; llS(o)ll -* 0 as o 
- 

0, the
operator-valued function S(o) is continuously dffirentiable in o > 0, the function o 

- 
(S(oXl, H) is non-

decreasing in o > 0 for any fixed H e Vgb and Ss= Sf > 0.

Proof. The symmetry and nonnegativity of S(o) are obvious. Let us prove compactness. By virtue of the
properties of Bessel functions, the functions Kt,t- rk)lK,nak) @ * 0) are continuous and monotonically
increasing from zero to unity on [00, -], and the function Ag(z) = zKr(z)lKok) is also continuous and mono-

tonically increasing from zero on [0, -]. Let c,(o) =2nmax{Ro, Ao(Ro)}/ r?-.Sy the Parseval equality,

(,S(o)11, F/) < cr(o) i lo,fnl'= cr(o)llllll?r,,.r,r,.

Since the embedding VacII-zQ)13 is compac i^O*11r11rr,,.,,, ( cplllllll,s for any He Vo we conclude that

S(o) is compact, and

lls(o)ll < cicr(o).

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS YoI.42 NO. 7 2OO2
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Note that c1(o) is continuous on [0, -) and behaves as -ln-1(Ro) at the origin. Therefore, llS(o)ll .-- 0

aso*0.
It is easy to see that series (11) can be termwise differentiated with respect to o > 0 for any H, II e Vo

Consequently, S(o) is continuously differentiable with respect to o > 0. Let us prove the monotonicity of

S(o). To this end, it is convenient to norm LWt''Q)13 in the following manner:

llHll',n,, = i,lrt +t)la,(H)1z.
n=-l

It is well known (see, for example, [23, p.29]) that there exists a constant c12 independent of 11 such that

llHllr,r,r< rr,rllHllr,n YH e ve.

Straightforward computations show that

t2r;- 2 2

0. A',(r) = :tLfa <2lrl <2(lnl + I), Ab(z) > 0,

for z> 0 and n+ 0. Setting c2(o) = 2nmaxl2, Ab,lFo)lln?*, we obtain

o < ftsrol H, H) ='i,Lo',(Ro)la,(rtl2

< cz(o) ;, t 
rl + l)la,(Il)1z = c r(o)lllll?n, r < c? rzc z(o) llall ?,,'.

Thefunctionc2(o)rr"m,i;;;:inoforo>0andhasasingularityoforder-(olno)-rato----*0.We
conclude that o 

- 
(S(o)F1, I{) is nondecreasing in o > 0 for any fixed H e Vs>

The self-adjointness of Ss is obvious. Let us check that it is nonnegative. Suppose that a,,. i= an(Hi), a'n, i =
Rean,;, and a'),; =htrar,;. Then,

for any H e V* The lemma is proved.

The lemma implies that S(o) can be extended by continuity to the half-line [0, -) (it suffices to set

S(0)=0todothis).Theextendedfunction is continuous: lls(o)-S(n)ll --- 0as o --n; o,n e [0,-).
Hereafter, when using S(o) at o e [0, -), we will always mean the above extension.

3. THE PROBLEM IN A BOUNDED DOMAIN

Let us reduce problem (4) to a problem in the disk Q. The desired values in problem (4) are B and k. For

convenience, we use o = J0t - k'n?* as a spectral parameter and seek (B, o) instead of (B, k).

For any pair (B, ft) e A, we define the operators As, 86, C, B : Vs - Vaby the following identities:

(AoH, H') = as(H, H'), (BoH, H') = ba(H, H'),

(CH, H') = cct(H, H'), (BH, H') = da(H, H'),

where H and H' are arbitrary functions on Vg) Let A = Ao + .So.

Consider the problem of finding all (B, o) e R1 and H e Ve\{ 0 } that satisfy the equation

IA + FC - F' Bo+ s(o)l/1 = -1o2 t n?*1nn.

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Yol.42 No. 7 2002
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Theorem l.Let($,k:H*) e Ax y\{0} beasolutiontoproblem(4),Hbearestrictionof H* toQand

o = ^l-g - t:4. Then,(F, o; Ii) is a solution to problem (13). conversely, let (g, o; 11) e R] x ve\{0} be

a solution to problem (13), and let H* coincide with H in Q and be equal to the metaharmonic extension Ho
of the vector Hl, in fJ-. Then,

o< (r4)

and the triple (p, k: H*), with k = lf i h*, is a solution to probtem (4).

Proof. Let (B, k: H*) e A x y\{0} be a solution to problem (4). For all H, H'e I{ we have

ca*(H,H') = 0, ba-(H,H') = 0,

o2
c(9: H, H') = a*,(H, H') *Bco,(H, H'|-B2b*r(H, H') +\d*rtH, H').

n*

Identity (4) can be represented as

aa(H,H')+Bcn(H,Ir)-F'bn(H,H')+(P2/n:)da(H,H')+sn-(o; H,H') = kzda(H,H') vH' e v.(15)

Setting II = 0 in Cl we see that the solution to problem (4) is equal to t1o in C)-. Considering only those

I:l e V in (15) for which II = H'o in C)-, we conclude that, if problem (4) has a solution, it satisfies the iden-

tity

aa(H,H')+Bcn(H,H')-F'br(H,H')+(g2ln?*)da(H,F1')+(sr(o)H,H')=kzda(H,H) VH' e vo.(16)

Identity (16) is written in operator form

[Ao + Bc - 9' Bo * sr(o) + (Pz /n:)B]H = k2 BH .

Substituting (12) into (17) gives (13).

Let us prove the second statement of the theorem. Let (F, o; ID e R] x yo\{0} be a solution to problem

(13). Define ft by the equality k = Ji- ln*. Then, (13) is equivalent to Eq. (17) and, consequently, to
Eq. (16). Define the metaharmonic extension Hoby using Hl.. Denote by H* the vector coinciding with 11

in O and with F1" in O-. Evidently, 11* e V\{0}. Using the definition of S1-(o) and noting that ss_ (o; H*,

H'r) = so_(o; H*,II) by the definition of the metaharmonic extension, we find that H* satisfies (15) and

(4). Therefore, the triple (B, k; H*) solves problem (4). Consequently, k is real and such that k > Bln*, and
(14) is valid. The theorem is proved.

Remark 1. Theorem 1 implies that, if problem (13) has a solution (F, o; 11), then (B, o) belongs to the
subset

K = {(F, o) : F > 0,0 < ". Jt <"1,+f pt.

Let M(F) = OIP)A + C - BBo and G(B, o) = M(F) + (l/F)S(o). Problem (13) is written in the form

(F, o; 11) e R]x yo\{0} : G(F, o)H = -to't(gnSlnU

and is formulated as follows: Find all solutions (F, o) e R] to the equation

T(F, o) = -o'/(Fn?),
where y(F, o) are the eigenvalues of the linear spectral problem

(y, H) e R x yo\{O) : G(0, o)H = y(F, o)BH. (18)

Such (B, o) and the eigenvectors H corresponding to the eigenvalues {B, o) for these (F, o) are the solutions
to problem (13).

(r7)

I - (n-ln*)2$

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Yol.42 No. 7 2002
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Lemma 3. For any P > 0 and o > 0, the operator G(F, o) is self-adjoint, the operator B is compact, B =
B* > 0, and

M(D + l,BB > (2p)-t A>0, (19)

wherel. = 6 + 262 n?* and 6 = ^u^l 
t n?* - I / n2l .

Proof. Evidently, for any B > 0, the operator M(B) is self-adjoint. For any o > 0, the operator S(o) is self-
adjoint by Lemma 2. Thus, the first statement in the lemma is valid. The statements about the operatorB are
obvious. Let us prove inequality (19). It is easy to check that

|(c H, H)t < z afl 
t 
v a,f o,)''' (S vf o.), hl,, u,l' d* + zn?*F 6' (n u, n ),

(BoH,H)<6(BH, H), (AH, H).\{or, n + +Jlv Hrl2dx,
2r*L

where Fl is an arbitrary function on Vs, Consequently,

(tM(B) +)'BBIH, H) = ((rlF)A + C- 0Bo +XBBIH, H)

> e7)-t @H, Ir) +(1, - s - zn?*a\F,: H, n = pB1' 1tn, 1{) > 0.

The lemma is proved.

ByLemma3,problem(18)hasacountablesetof solutions(ye, Hp)foranyfixedB>0ando>0.Letthe
eigenfunctions I{ be orthonormal:

(BHr,, H1) = 61,1, k, I = I,2, ....
We arrange yo in increasing order (with their multiplicities taken into account):

-l"p <Tr S .. .3y,3..., l,* *.
By the Riesz-Fischer theorem, for k = L, 2, . .., we obtain

Tr(F, o) = 
"::f",r::?*R(F, 

ot H), R(F, o; rf (A(F' o)H' H),==iffi, Q0)

where the infimum is taken over all ft-dimensional subspaces of V*
Lemma 4. The equality (AH, m = 0 is valid if and only if H = const in {2.

Proof. Let H = const in C). Then, evidently, (AH, m = 0. Conversely, this equality and Lemma 2 imply
that (5011,Il) = 0, and

, = 4f {lcurtHl2 + loivul2 +lY nrl2ldx = o.
n*;

Integrating by parts, we easily find that

0 = 1+ (,sor1, n = +llv nf a* -+ i fullo,(H)l'.n'*L nln=--

Consequently, H = const in Q. The lemma is proved.

Lemma 5.EachTr(F, o) (k=1,2,...) is acontinuous nonincreasingfunctionof P>0 atanyfixedo>0
and is a continuous nondecreasingfunction of o20 at anyfixedB>0. Moreove4for any o> 0, thefollowing
estimates are valid:

lim tyk(p, o)/Bl < 1/n?.- lln?*<0, k = I,2, .... (21)

Proof. All assertions of the lemma, except for estimates (21), are directly implied by the definition (20)
of the functions Tk, the nonnegativity of A and Bs, and Lemma 2.Let us prove (21). Suppose that t1 is an

COMPUTAIIONAL MATHEMAIICS AND MAIHEMATICAL PHYSICS YoI.42 No. 7 2002
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o < c.(0, p) -
It is well known that
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*!,(:, *

Tz*lF - elnl - ttnl) < a*(F, p),

;Htrt:lsitive 
number' The properties of the function n implythat there exist a point "rs e c) and a number

)a*=n,
where Qo = {-r e Q: f"r-rol< p}. Let us denote uy p[0, (k= r,2, ...,m)the first meigenvalues of theLaplace operator in Qo under the Dirichlet boundary condition, and let wfr) denote the corresponding eigen_functions extended by zerobeyond Qo and satisfying the condition, 

fJrfff .,,n, = 1. ser
p(zk-r1 = (*f;',O,0)', Hfo' = 10,w(d),05,, k - 1,2,...,t.t.

Denote by fu' the m-dimensional subspace of wt(Q) spanned by tr: vectors ,tr, ..., ,y, , and ret wodesignate the 2m-dimensional subspace of zr2 spann edby H[t) , ..., Hrr,r. Fo, uny"u"" ttor H e w* wehave

(SsH,H) = e, (.{o)F1, H) = 0, (CH,H) = e, (AoH,n<+lFnlra*,
h-t

-(B oH, n = 
I(* 

- fi)rr 
o, . (*,- i)

x'.|,:ral tv nr' a, . 
[# - 

])t 
rr o I 

= # + \ p2

(22)

". %,i[f.,,", -, 
ll'll7-1n,1'

' Y r|r, iltvp llL*(op) = llw
consequently, for any B > l/@ ^fr), we have the estimate

ll*\')ll,-o,t/0, I = 1,2,....
(/)p; p\')/p' Jl,f')ll.-,n,,

9,,,(F, p) s r*\,
wherec-isaconstantinde_pendentofp,I,?.p: passagetothelimit?S[+0andp_€inthelast
iT"tl#il""i,t fi?"vi"rd' 

iiii';;;;;;'Jo"o k.Sily;:-, 
= 

y-, ,,,,, inequarity i 
""ria 

ror any integer r.

A^s impried by rh.eore= 
I, i;H';::n,": il,ffiff PR.BLEM

at a fixed 0 > 0' 
-we 

trau. io h;;';i:1;ilri'o'n, o 
= 

0 to the 
"iluutiot#rt 

to problem (13). To sotve probrem (r 3)

Tt(0, o) = -o2/(Fn!), k = 1,2,..., (23)yh* the functiont rfQ' o') are defined bv Q0)'since the functions rr(0, o.) are continuous and nondecreas-
rng m o > 0 at afixed B > 0 (see L";;;'5j, rn. "r-L"."ffiuiion. ine3)ttrattrave a solution isn(F)=max{ft:T{F,0)<0}, F>0, e4)where Yr(p' 0) are the eigenvalues of problem(18) 

llo:0. Figure l ilrustrares the behavior of the functionso 
- Tt(0' o) as basedon th"i. pro;;;;"'. p.ou"a in r".rnis.rr, ,o. some & = r,2,... and B > 0, there
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exists a solution to Eq. (23),that solution is evidently unique. We denote it as oo(B). Thus, for a fixed B > 0,
problem (13) has exactly z(B) solutions (B, oo(B)), and

0 < o,<pl(p) S o,<Bl-,(F)

The last estimate follows from Theorem 1.

Let us describe a more convenient method for determining n(B). Suppose that H{ = (0, 0, l)' at x e Cl,

and

Consider the problem

(p, H) e .R* x Yo\{ 0} : (A + BC - B2 aoln = O.

Theorem 2. Problem(25) has a countable set of solutions {B!}i= , :

o = F? = p2<83<...<Bl<..., Bl-*-, k -*.For afixed B > 0, the number of solutions of problem (13) k equal to

n(9) = max{ft , Bl < B, k = 1,2, ...}. (27)

Proof. By virtue of (24), the number of solutions to problem (13) equals the number of negative eigen-
values Tr(F, 0). Since M(B)Hf = 0 for any B > 0, there is a zero eigenvalue among these eigenvalues. It is
eliminated by requiring that the eigenvectors Il of problem (18) at o = 0 belong to Vs. Then, as implied by
(20), the eigenvalues yr(F, 0) are determined by the equalities

Tr(F, o) = 
"ptnri:nnR(P, 

rO, R(8,14 = W,
where the infimum is taken over all /c-dimensional subspaces of V6. All functions yr(F, 0) are continuous for
B > 0 and decrease monotonically. Indeed, for H e Vs,

0.9\(AH, H) + (BoH, H)
(BH, H)

,, = 
Iu 

e vs: (BH, Ht) = lnra* = ol.

(2s)

(26)

<0.
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It was shown in Lemma 5 that
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ut*tofB,0) = --, k= 1,2,....

Let us analyze the behavior of TlF, 0) as B --- 0. Suppose that Hf = (1, 0, 0)'and Hf = (0,1, 0)" forx e Cl

andV2 is the linear span of the set lHf , Ht ). For any vector H= ctHf + c2Hf e V2, we have

AH = 0, CH = 0, (BH,H) = lAl(lc1l2 +lrrl'),

(BoH, H) = (lc,l2 +lrrl')(+ -4)*
ltn: n- /

Consequently,

YzG, o) =,::nu,^(F,t = -&l(i- *)t.
Next, for any B > 0, Lemma 3 implies the inequality

R(8,1r rfiffi_^F,

(28)

(30)

(2e)

where Fl is any vector from Vo and the parameter 1" > 0 is defined in Lemma 3. Specifically, R(8, 11) > -1.8.
This implies that

Yr(F, 0) = inf R(B, 1, > -f,8. (3 1)
HeVo

Combining (29) and (31), we find for any B > 0 that

-l.B < yr(F,0) 3Tz(F,O) ( -cp,
where c > 0 is a constant independent of B. Thus, y1(8, 0) and yr(8, 0) can be extended by continuity to B =
0 by setting

Tr(0,0) = Tz(0,0) = 0. (32)

Inequality (30) implies that

T:(F, o) > frr. - r0, Y* = ult1,,"ryn*ffi3,
where the infimum is taken over all three-dimensional subspaces of Vo. By Lemma 4, it is evident that y4 > 0.

Thus,

ftntvrtF, 
o) = a-.

For any B > 0 and k = 4, 5,..., w€ have y1(B, 0) > y3(8, 0), and, consequently,

limyl(8,0) = a-, k = 3,4,.... (33)
0-+o

Thus, we have shown that the functions Tr(F, 0) (k = 1,2, ...) are continuous and decrease monotonically
for B > 0, and equalities (28),(32), and (33) are valid. Consequently, each of the equations

Yr(F,0) = 0, k = 1,2,..., (34)

has a unique root F? e t0, -) (see Fig.2, which shows the behavior of the functions y(8, 0) as based on

their properties proved above). Therefore, the number of solutions to problem (13) can be determined by

(27), where Fl *" the roots of Eqs. (34). The set of B? is countable, and they satisfy condition (26).

Let us now show that the numbers B! solve problem (25) and that there do not exist other solutions to

this problem. Suppose that Ho($00) e Vo is the eigenvector of problem (18) at o = 0 that corresponds to the
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eigenvalue y(81,0). Considering (18) at o = 0, F = B!, and n = H{Fl), we deduce that the pair

f B?, F1*f B?l) solves problem (25). Conversely, let (0*,1/*) be a solution to problem (25), and let B* > 0.

ThismeansthatA(0*)F1*=0;i.e.,thereiseitherazerosolutiontoproblem(18)wheno=0andB=Bxor

Tl0x, 0) = 0 at some fr. By the uniqueness of the roots of Eqs. (34), we see that B*. = B!, and the pair
(YlF*,0), F1*) solves problem (18) at o = 0. When F = 0, problem (25) has only two linearly independent

eigenfunctions Fl, = clHf and Hz = czHt, where cl and cz are any complex numbers. Therefore, when

o = 0 and F = 0, (0, F1t) and (0, H) are solutions to the problem obtained by multiplying both sides of Eq.
(18) by B. The theorem is proved.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 implies that, for any F > 0, problem (13) (and, consequently, problem (4)) has at
least two solutions. The number of solutions grows with B and goes to infinity as p 

- 
-. For any finite B,

there exist no more than a finite number of solutions. This number equals n(F) and is determined by the val-

ues B = B!, which are called the cut-off points and solve Eq. (25). This equation is called the cut-off equa-

tion.

Let us describe a more convenient method for determining the cut-offpoints. We reduce problem (25) to
an eigenvalue problem that is linear in the spectral parameter. To this end, define the operator Cs: Vs 

-Vs, by the rule

(CoH, H) = ao(H)ao(H),

where ao(H) is the zero Fourier coefficient (10) of the function F1r. Evidently, Ce is a self-adjoint nonneg-
ative operator. Consider the problem of finding p > 0 and F1 e Ve\{O } such that

(A + Co+ pC - pz BolH = 0. (3s)

It is easy to verify that problems (25) and (35) have the same set of solutions B!. Indeed, let (B, II) be a

solutiontoproblem(25).Representing HasH=cHt +Fts,where H{ =(0,0, 1)"inOand c=as(H3),we

evidently have CsIf = 0. Using this equality in conjunction with the fact that H{ belongs to the nullspace

of A + FC - 9'Bo for any B > 0, we obtain the following sequence of equalities:

0 = (A+Bc-9'nin = (A+BC-gznoyno = (A+C0+BC-BzBo1H0,
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which implies that (B, Ifl) solves problem (35). Let (P, 14 be an eigenpair of problem (35). Take the scalar

product of both sides of Eq. (35) with the vector F1f , we see that ao(H) =0; i.e., (A + BC -BZB)H =0.
Decompose Fl as

H = cHt + Ho, c = JnraxtlAl.
a

Then, F1o e V6, and (A + $C - }?Bil/o = 0; i.e., (8, Ifl) solves problem (25).

Let Va = tw;(O)lt.W" define the operators A, 8o : ?r, --- Vn, eo: ?r, ----* Wt1ay, f :

w)fa> 
- 

wt@), and 0r : wt@) 
- 

in by the following identities, with the operatorbrackets under-
stood in a suitable manner:

5. THE BEHAVIOR OF DISPERSION CURVES

The functions olB) (k = I, 2, . . .) defined on the intervals ( F? , -), where B! are the cut-off points, are

called dispersion curves. For a given F t F?, the value or(F) is defined as the unique solution to Eq. (23).
Let us examine the properties of the functions o1(B). As an illustration, Fig. 3 shows the dispersion curves
for a uniform waveguide of circular cross section. These curves were constructed via solving the character-
istic equation from [2].

Lemma 6. For any k= 1,2, ..., the function PTk($, o) (where yr(F, o) is defined by (20)) is locally Lip-
schitzian in B on the set

D = {F)0, o>o: yr(F, o)<o}.

( A H, H' ) = 
I 

( * 
. 

" 
n 
" 

c u rt u * { a i u u a-i u n 
)o. 

. rU i I 
nl a, (H) a,<w I

o * *fl=-o

+" 
" \, n(a,(H) . an(H'z) - a,(H). an(H')),

ll* n=-_

(80H, H') = JOn?*- UnzyH.H'dx,
O

(oon,n) = ,J(* _h)" vrtd*, (Orn,H) = _'l()_i)", Hdx,

(Ln,n') = llvn Wa*++ i Vla,(l1)%W+ao(r1)ffi.Jnn' 
'2 ra-

Now, Eq. (35) can be written in the following block form:

[,:.'i )( #,)=u'[ ?s)t ;,)
The operator I is positive definite. Eliminating H3,,i/a obtain a linear eigenvalue problem:

AH = 02(Bo+ e,L-tedld,
where the spectral parameter is B2. Evidently, the eigenvalues of this problem are equal to the cut-off point

values B! squared.
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More exactly, there exists a constant c independent of B or o and such that

lFylF, o) - 0yo(0, o)l < cmax{B, 0tlB - Bl

for any F, B , ord o belonging to D.

Proof. Let B, p, and o be arbitrary numbers in D. By definition (20), we have

FY*G' o) = #tu,". u,,?BB, 
"y 

= ,Ro(F' 
14'

where Ro(p, I4 = ([A + FC - 9'Bo- S(o)]H, 11). The following equality is valid:

R"(0, r4 - Ro(p, D = (B -F)GH, n - (B' -B\gon, n1.

Let(BH,II) = I. By Lemma 3, we have Ro(p, It + lpt > (AH, m2,

(BoH,FI) < 6, l(cH, H)l < zafilva .ro,) <26n*(AH, H)''"

where the parameters 6 and 1, are defined in Lemma 3. Using these inequalities, we derive

l(CH, H)lS 462-[Ro(F, m +]"p'1"'.

Therefore,

R"(0, rO < Ro(p, r; * al0 - Bl{+n-tno(p, rO *}"F'l'o + (0 + F)}.
This inequality and equality (37) imply that

0y10, o) < By&(F, ol * sl0 - Blt+n-tByr(F, o) *?"9'l''' + (0 + F)).
By assumption, y1(8,1,) < 0.Consequently,

0y*f0, o) - pT&G, o) < 6(4n-^6. + 2)max{p, 0f l0 - Bl.

Interchanging B and p gives estimate (36). The lemma is proved.

Theorem 3. For any k= 1,2, ..., the following assertions hold:

(a) olF) is a nondecreasing function of B e (F?, -);

o
2.5
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to25
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O) o?(B) is a locally Lipschitzian function of B on the interval (Fl, -);
(c) lim tor(F)/p1 = [ - (nJn*)2ltt2.

F-+-
Proof. Let us prove (a). By Lemma 5, for any k = 1,2, ..., the function Tr(0, o) is a continuous nonin-

creasing function of P > 0. Let 0 t F. Note that a solution to Eq. (23) exists only when Tr < 0. Thking this
fact into account, we derive a sequence of inequalities:

-o?<Plt"! = By*(B,o(0))<Fy*(p,o0(0))<Fyo(F,oo(B)) = Blyr(B,o(0))-T*(F,o(P))l -o?fbt"?*.
Thus,

f 
"?f 

0l - o?f}lr"?*> F[yo(p, or(F)) - yr(F, o(0))1.

By Lemma 5, for any k = I, 2, ..., the function yr(F, o) is a continuous nondecreasing function of o > 0.

From the last inequality, we conclude that o1(p ) > or(F).

We now prove (b). Without loss of generality, assume ttrut B > B > 0. The property (a) and estimate (36)
imply that

o < t"?fpl - o?<P>lr"?* = Byk(P, olp)) - Bv1B, oof Bll

< Fyo(0, olB)) - Fy.fF, o(B)) < cmax{8, 0llF - Bl,

because yr(F, o) is a nondecreasing function of o.

We now prove (c). The equality -o?$)lP'= n'*yo(F,olB))/P and inequaliry (21) imply the estimate

,. o?(p)-. ,'*
llm---- " z I---=.p__ F, ni

On the other hand, by Theorem 1, if (8, o, FIl is a solution to problem (13), then inequality (14) holds, which
implies the validity of (c). The lemma is proved.
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